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Integration now a goal of BAMN 
By Bridget Tharp ■ErotTci 
"Separate but equal is a lie; 
Affirmative Action must not die!" 
Forty students chanted these 
words yesterday at 2:30 p.m. as 
they marched across campus. 
By Any Means Necessary 
(BAMN) organized the march as 
part of a rally and speaker pro- 
gram entitled "Putting the Quality 
Back Into Equality: The Fight for 
Civil Rights, Affirmative Action, & 
Integration." 
Pie-rally festivities began at 2 
p.m. with slam poetry performed 
by the student group Creative 
Minds. The march began at the 
Union, continued past the 
Library, around- Saddlemire and 
back up Ridge Street to end at the 
Union Theater.  Guest speakers 
Tristan Taylor, Caroline Wong, 
Diane Dodge and Bettina 
Shuford met there to discuss 
recent threats against affirmative 
action. 
Topics included planning for 
the upcoming rally in Michigan 
against political activist Ward 
Connerly's anti-affirmative 
action Proposition 54 or "Racial 
Privacy Initiative." 
Tristan Taylor, a sophomore 
from Eastern Michigan 
University, spoke as a BAMN rep- 
resentative. 
"If IConnerly] could end affir- 
mative action in Michigan, his 
supporters would work to end it 
everywhere," he said. 
Taylor encouraged the audi- 
ence to boycott Coors Beer, a 
longtime sponsor of Connerly 
and the right wing. Coors gave 
Connerly $100,000 to support his 
anti-affirmative action efforts in 
(jilifomia. Taylor told the audi- 
ence that the boycott would 
harm the financial ability of the 
right wing to threaten affirmative 
action. 
Caroline Wong, national 
BAMN representative, told the 
group they are "building a new 
civil rights movement. 
Affirmative action is voluntary, 
but how much effect it has is 
determined by the strength of our 
movement." Wong also opposed 
the legislation currently being 
debated in Michigan and Ohio 
that would define marriage as a 
union between a man and a 
woman. 
Diane Dodge, Ohio president 
of the National Organization for 
Women, reflected on discrimina- 
tion in history 
"During the next few months it 
is very important that we realize 
what we have at stake," she said. 
Dodge credits the creation of 
"title IX, a law that maintains 
equal opportunities for women 
in sports, to affirmative action. 
"Women have gained from 
affirmative action, yet I don't see 
the white women hen.' who have 
gained," she said. "Make sure you 
bring in the white women and 
the white men if you are goinu to 
continue on this path we all have 
to work together." 
Wong agrees. 
RALLY, PAGE 2 
Budget tharp BG New 
MARCH: Bianca Hutchinson. president of BAMN, prepares to lead 
fellow students in an affirmative action march yesterday afternoon. 
WKYWHJUPIIMTVOUI 
CRASH: This Staten Island ferry is seen here from TV after it had 
crashed into a pier in an attempt to dock. 
Pilofs health is 
focus of probe 
By Michael Weissenstein 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK — The investiga- 
tion into the Staten Island ferry 
wreck that killed 10 passengers 
focused yesterday on whether the 
ship's pilot blacked out and 
slumped over the throttle before 
the vessel crashed into a concrete 
pier. 
City Councilman Michael 
McMahon, after a briefing from 
city emergency and transporta- 
tion officials, said the crash may 
have been related to the pilot's 
health and medication he was 
taking for a possible blood-pres- 
sure problem. 
The pilot, Assistant Captain 
Richard Smith, attempted suicide 
after the crash by slitting his 
wrists and shooting himself with 
a pellet gun, police said. 
Preview Day to 
be held Saturday 
By Miranda Bond 
REPORTER 
In an attempt to recruit 
prospective students, the 
University will emphasize new 
scholarships this weekend at 
Preview Day. 
Prospective students and their 
families will have a chance to visit 
resident halls, meet with advisors 
and representatives from the 
University during Saturday's 
Preview Day. 
In 2004 more scholarships will 
be available for new first-year and 
transfer students. These scholar- 
ships will target students who are 
academic achievers, who live in 
Michigan and additional scholar- 
ships for students who have the 
most economic need. 
"Preview Day provides an 
excellent opportunity for 
prospective students and their 
families to gain a comprehensive 
overview of all the University has 
to offer," said Teri Sharp, media 
relations director in the Office of 
Marketing and Communications. 
From 930 a.m. until Noon, 100 
academic departments and stu- 
dent services will be set up with 
displays. Staff and student repre- 
sentatives will be on hand to 
answer questions in the Union 
Ballroom and the Multipurpose 
Room. 
Visitors will have the opportu- 
nity to view academic facilities 
and   the   Student   Recreation 
PREVIEW DAY, PAGE 2 
Ashley II 
FIGHTING THE GOOD FIGHT: Damon Kennedy, president of Phi Beta Sigma, far left, and other members of the fraternity sleep outside 
to help the fight against homelessness. 
Phi Beta Sigma sleeps 
out to help homeless 
By Kendra Ludemann 
REPORTER 
Members of Phi Beta Sigma 
fraternity opted for a night out 
of their warm beds last night to 
help collect donations for the 
homeless. 
The' fraternity's event, 
dubbed Project Sleep, started at 
9 p\m. and went until 7 a.m., 
with fraternity members sleep- 
ing outside of the Union. 
This is the 12th year the fra- 
ternity has held the community 
service-based project. 
According to Phi Beta Sigma 
member Daymien DeVaughn, 
the event is one way to give 
back to the community. 
"There are not enough peo- 
ple helping the homeless," he 
said. "At Project Sleep, we go 
through what they |the home- 
less] go through." 
In addition to the outdoors 
event, the fraternity staffed a 
table in the Union this week to 
collect donations for the home- 
less. They also went door-to- 
door in Residence Halls this 
week. 
Campus and community 
members donated money, non- 
perishable food items and 
clothing towards the event. 
All donations will be given to 
the Family I louse of Toledo and 
the Bowling C.reen Food Pantry. 
The fraternity asked visitors 
of the Union to donate anything 
they could, even a quarter. 
"Every little bit helps," said 
fraternity member lared Butts. 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
SATURDAY 
. >., 
Partly      High: 60" 
Cloudy     Low: 44* 
SUNDAY 
„\VJL-*        Partly      High: 62' 
Cloudy     Low: 46' 
TUESDAY 
T-Storms   "W*;*' LowMl 
FOR AN IN-DEPTH STORY ON CHRIS BURKFS VISIT TO CAMPUS, CHECK0UTVYWW.BGNEWS.COM! 
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'Life Goes Orf for 
actor Chris Burke 
By Meghan Durbak 
HEPOFTEK 
Chris Burke, a.k.a. Corky 
Thatcher from "Life Goes On," 
along with friends loe and John 
DeMasi, travel across the United 
States singing and promoting 
Down Syndrome awareness. 
Burke spoke Wednesday night in 
lOlOlscamp. 
What helped you to see past 
your disability? 
Chris: Well actually, I don't real- 
ly think about that. I laving Down 
Syndrome doesn't bother me at 
all, but I am glad I was bom with 
it. It's not a disease; it's a disabili- 
ty I grew up with. 
Why are you glad you were 
bom with down syndrome? 
Chris: Why? Because I focus on 
my abilities and not my disabili- 
ties. 
What made yuu love acting? 
Chris: It's called passion, and I 
really love being pan of the busi- 
ness. All 1 cared about was to be 
a part of the business and 
expecting people with disabili- 
ties to get more work. 
In your biography, it said your 
parents were less than enthusi- 
astic about an acting career. 
How did you change their 
minds? 
Chris: My mommy and dad 
were interactive and doing dif- 
ferent things with me, and 
always doing what I wanted to 
do. They always had their 
dreams and their goals. I always 
felt the same way too. To me, we 
all kind of felt it was wonderful to 
have these kind of things in life, 
by having achievements. Having 
these goals and dreams is very 
important to all of us 
Can you tell me about your 
first big break? 
Chris: My first big break was 
actually in a school play called 
"The Kmperor's New Clothes." 
Doing the pilot for Life Goes On 
was very important to me. I did- 
n't really expect a lot, but I was 
really quite nervous. But I really 
learned a lot, and enjoyed myself 
very much. It was real great. 1 got 
a chance to get to leam the busi- 
ness and also get to learn other 
things in real life and life in gen- 
eral, about what was going to 
happen. 
What Is the hardest thing you 
have ever dealt with? 
Chris: I've dealt with very diffi- 
cult directors in the business. 
They could be mean. I am not 
trying to address this to other 
directors, that I'm working with. 
It's just that there is a history with 
people with disabilities, and 
some, that's all they see is the dis- 
ability. They have to see the abili- 
ty in them; they have to give 
them a chance to be accepted to 
be a part of this business. 
But overall, do you feel you 
have been accepted in show 
business? 
Chris: Yes. It gave birth to me, 
and I am very happy to be a part 
of it. 
Other than show business, 
what do you love to do most? 
Chris: I like to get involved and 
help other people. There is a lot 
to do. I also like to do music with 
loe and lohn. I also like to sup- 
port the National Down 
Syndrome Society. Try to express 
awareness for people with Down 
Syndrome to be accepted and 
who go through inclusion which 
is very important, because it's 
true. 
What Hou lin-j < 
Want to be a part of Homecoming 2004? 
Apply to be on the 2004 Homecoming 
Steering Committee! 
Information meetings will be held on Monday, 
October 20 at 5=2.0 pm in 
201 Bowen-Thompson Student Union. 
& 
Tuesday. October 28 at 7:00 pm in 
S16 Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Applications available at information meetings & 
in the Office of Campus Involvement 
Any questions, call the Office of 
Campus Involvement at S72-2S4S or e-mail 
involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
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Group rallies to raise 
minority awareness 
RAUY. FROM PAGE 1 
"Programs for women in sci- 
ence and engineering are results 
of affirmative action although 
(the women] who benefit from it 
don't realize that," she said. 
BAMN President Bianca 
Hutchinson told the audience 
that affirmative action also pro- 
tects the rights of people with dis- 
abilities. During the discussion 
she quoted Chris Burke, best 
known for his role as Corky on the 
TV show "Life Goes On", who vis- 
ited campus Wednesday.  Burke 
said, "It's not the disability, but the 
ability that counts." 
Bettina Shuford of the Multi- 
Cultural Affairs and Academic 
Initiatives Office brought the 
issue close to home, and 
explained that Affirmative Action 
directly affects the University. 
According to Shuford, students 
of color make up only 9.4% of the 
population at the University. For 
her doctoral dissertation, she 
wanted to do a study of relations 
between first year black and 
white students at BGSU. She only 
needed 100 students, and she 
couldn't find enough black stu- 
dents to complete the study. This 
year, students of color make up 
12 % of the freshman class, "and 
the numbers are improving 
(thanks to) scholarships, pro- 
grams and services" offered 
exclusively to students of color. 
She continued, "these programs 
improve the quality of life of all 
students by adding diverse per- 
spectives to discussion in class, 
which impacts critical thinking, 
these programs are in jeopardy as 
the country reevaluates (affirma- 
tive actionl." 
Preview Day: focused 
recruitment effort by U. 
PREVIEW DAY, FROM PAGE 1 
Center through guided tours. 
They will be held from 11 a.m. to 
2 p.m. Groups will leave from the 
first floor hallway in the Union by 
the Black Swamp Pub and will 
stay about an hour. 
Tours of the residence halls will 
also be given from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. Groups will be assembled at 
the front desk of each residence 
hall and at the Residence Life dis- 
play area in the Union. 
Students at the University will 
be involved in the program by 
leading campus tours and host- 
ing displays. 
Departments will also host 
their own tours from 11:30 a.m. to 
1 p.m. Visitors can sign up for 
these open houses at the depart- 
ments' booths in the display area. 
"I encourage students to get on 
campus and visit," said David 
Rice, assistant director of admis- 
sions "Preview day allows stu- 
dents to see real residents and get 
a firsthand experience of what 
college is all about." 
Editor's Note: For more infor- 
mation contact the Office of 
Admissionsat4I9-372-BGSU. 
2 MILLION INVESTORS. 
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE. 
1 WEIRD NAME 
TIAA-CREF has a long hjstoiy of managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds. 
Contact us for ideas, strategies, and. at the very least, proper pronunciation. 
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776 
vf(iM(ifjirij» money for pcoplt 
with other things to think about. 
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AUTHOR VISIT SCHEDULED FOR TODAY CANCELED 
Alisa Valdes-Rodriguez, author of the book "The Dirty Girls Social 
Club," cancelled her event scheduled for 1 p.m. today due to a fam- 
ily emergency. The Latino Student Union, which organized the 
event, is unsure if the event will be rescheduled. CAMPUS 
get a ufe 
^^^^^^ IV calendar of events is taken from Jj' ^ I    ^& 
^^"^ hltp-7/cvcnts.bgsiLedu 3. ^^^^^^ 
8   .1.111      Id    p. Ml. 
Latino Cultural Arts 
Comminec Interactive Display 
222 Union 
10  .l.ili.  I   p.m. 
Radical line: hnn i\alUHI in 
Chinese Contemporary 
Painting 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery 
10:30 a.m., 2:30 p.m., 8 p.m. 
New Music & An Festival 
Concert Series; Part of the 24th 
New Music & Art Festival. 
Bryan Recital Hall, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
1:30 p.m. 
Women's Research Network: 
"Feminist Change in the 
Academy" 
Have feminists changed the 
academy? If so, how? If not, 
why not? 
The Women's Center, 
107 Hanna Hall 
8-10 p.m. 
Focus International Worship 
Service Meeting 
3/5 Union 
8-9 p.m. 
Centuries! Ohio's Story from 
Both to Space 
Centuries! Ohio's Story from 
Earth to Space — multi-media 
show in the Planetarium. 
BGSU Planetarium 
112 Physical Sciences Lob Bldg. 
8 pin. 
Delta Sigma Theta Love 
Auction 
101 Olscamp 
10 ii.in. 1 p.m. 
Xan Palav: The Image of the 
City 
Willard Wankelman Gallery 
11 p.m. 
UAO Movie: Hollywood 
Homicide 
Union Tlieater 
THE CAMPUS BLOTTER 
Tuesday, October 14: 
Complainant reported a sanitary 
napkin dispenser was damaged in the 
women's reslroom on the third floor ol 
the Union 
Vehicle ol James Stencil. Bowling 
Green, struck the vehicle ol Laura 
Chandler. Milford. Ohio, while the 
Chandler vehicle was parked in a fire 
lane. 
Cheryl Homan. Maria Stein, Ohio, 
was cited for disobeying a traffic con- 
trol device. 
Andrea Abbott. Wauseon. Ohio, was 
cited for disobeying a traffic control 
device. 
BGSU PO assisted the city in find- 
ing a missing juvenile 
Wednesday, October 15: 
Complainant reported unknown per- 
sons damaged the PE0 system on a 
door at McDonald West 
Subiect advised parking staff that 
he had a gun in his vehicle. 
Complainant reported he lost his 
wallet in Compton. 
Brad Bores. Bellevue, Ohio, was 
cited for failing to obey a traffic con- 
! trol advice on Library Dnve 
Complainant reported her purple 
i and teal Huffy mountain bicycle was 
: stolen from the McDonald East bike 
I rack where it was locked 
Vehicle of Brian Glowacki. Elyna. 
! Ohio, struck the vehicle of Sarah 
| Gemuenden. Warren. Ohio 
Complainant called and stated that 
a window was broken. Night mainte- 
nance was advised to send a work 
order to facilities. 
Jason Droll. Fostoria, Ohio, was 
cited for speed 
GHOST WALKING 
Ashley bmtz BC New 
SCARY TALES: Peter Kuebeck, president of the Honors Student Association, tells the tale of the Ghost of 
Kohl Hall last night in front of the residence hall. The stop was part of a tour of haunts on campus. 
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Karen Mealy & Adam Swartz 
Audrey Myer & Brandon Suman 
Emily Keaney & Stephanie LaBonte 
Sux alot Shrodes & Big Johnson 
Amy Ladd & Cougar K. 
Beccy Roberts & Luke Nogalski 
Jennifer Kundtz & Ryan Fornder 
Julie Shockey & Mark Rescatrice 
Michelle Sickles & Kier Knight 
Sarah Loge & Mike Kirk 
Jenn Becker & Aaron Wright 
Amanda Little & Amponsah Nkansah 
Sarah White & Samantha White 
Elisa Soil & Megan 
Audrey Snyder & Scott Shriver 
Krista Aschemeier & Jeremy Behnfedt 
Alison Dugan & Erick Tobin 
Nicole Falk & Marc Tackett 
Anne O'Connell & Jeff Tobe 
Shannon Paces & Senor T. 
Samantha Stanford & Howie Laramie 
Amy Humphrey & James Lange Oct. 17th, 2003 
M>B r<i>B r<i>B mm r<i>» r<i>B I<I>B r<i»B I«I>B M>B r*B rw 
MEDICAL COLL H   I   O 
I d KY"* Vni If*    Consider a Career as an Occupational Therapist 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE to a 
0(TU|Mtinnal tlieraplsts use occupations, or everyday (asks, 
therapeutical!) lu help |>r<>plt facing disabilities or the 
challenges ol aging learn IM lekv.rn llie skills needed for 
die job of living. They work in a variety of settings such *K 
► Hospitals 
► Schools 
► Workplaces 
► Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitative' facilities 
► Community-based facilities 
The Medical College of Ohio offers a master's degree in 
Occupational therapy. Reasons Students choose to studv at 
MCO include: 
► MCO's farulty members are natkmallv recogni/ed as 
therapists, educators and researchers. 
► US/Xrwsttnd Workl Report ranks MCO's occupational 
therapy program tenth in ilu- nation. 
► Small class si/e allows for individual atleutk>n 
► Clinical opportunities are offered each semester of 
enrollment. 
Applications for Fall 2U04 admission are tx-lrig act epttxl 
For more information or to schedule a personal \isit. contact 
us at (419) 383 4429, mot^mco.edu or visit our Web site at 
www. mco.edu/alllt/ot/ 
ncning fic&ns •totf Knowledge 
^ Fall /into Sav/iKtfr 
%   "* A      S        13* 1/i S. CollwDw; 
■S    v Sm 2 bdrm lower apt close to Campus w' Off Street Parking 
$295.00 per month. 
Ill E. Court: 
Deluxe newly remodeled Ig 2 bdrm apts. In Downtown BG Olf Street Parking, 
washer/dryer hookup. $575.00 
101 Georgia: 
2 bdrm house w/ washer/dryer hookup. 
$575.00 
119 S.SoMMit: 
Sm 2 bdrm house located on quiet ally. 
$425.00 
111 1/1 W.Merrv; 
Unfurn. Eff. Residential Street. $295 00 
117 M*nN/?lle,i: 
Furn. or unfurnished. Eff. Close to campus w/ Olf Street Parking. 
&275.00 ALL FREE UTILITIES. 
NEWL°VE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main 
(419)352-5620 
www.newloverealty.com 
newlo1@dacor.net 
€jhi 
Remember 
EETEST 
AY 
*K(*tf 
Mr MJi 
'far. ; This Saturday • Oct. 18th 
£Sj£-.;        Dozen Roses starting at 
$34.99 
For BG & Campus Delivery order early for 
special pricing. 
Order online 24/7 from www.klotzfloral.com 
Quantities limited 
•Basket Arrangements 
• Bud Vase Arrangements 
•Plush Animals & Balloons, Too! 
j-li)rtil, (/'/// mill (jarili'ii (h'lilvi' 
• 906 Napoleon n<l ■ h • "t   I y~\j30~OO0   I 
*v      r.»in»ou's Man.Fn urn', ui.s.it Bio4 Sufl   12-4 " 
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QiioTEi \(j( on: 
"Success is like reaching an important 
birthday and finding you're exactly the 
same." 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
Actress AUDREY HEPBURN 
(fanoujquota.a>ni) OPINION 
Buying culture by the dollars 
Tomorrow students will prob- 
ably see a lot of red roses and 
cheap commercial items to mark 
Sweetest Day. To be honest, there 
is no point to Sweetest Day. It is 
just another Hallmark Holiday to 
get people to spend money so 
stores and flower shops can get 
some extra profits. 
At least other holidays such as 
Christmas, Easter and 
Thanksgiving have purposes. 
There is a cultural significance 
behind each of the major holi- 
days. What is the significance or 
purpose to Sweetest Day? There 
doesn't seem to be one, other 
then to spend money and buy 
into the meaning of love. 
Christmas has Santa Claus, 
Easter has a "bunny" and 
Thanksgiving has a turkey, 
Pilgrims and Native Americans. 
What icon does Sweetest Day 
have, besides a handful of 
George Washingtons and other 
dead presidents? 
Sweetest Day seems to be a 
cheap rip off ofValentine's Day. 
Valentine's Day at least has an 
importance behind it, even 
though it tends to be a material- 
istic holiday as well. 
Why should people have to 
spend money to show the people 
they care about that they love 
them? 
There should be concern 
about the holidays. To be even 
more specific there should be 
concern that holidays have 
become less meaningful and 
more materialistic. 
Christmas is not about giving 
and receiving gifts and 
I lalloween is not about who can 
give out the most expensive 
candy. Well, at least they were not 
meant to be. 
Although, if someone was to 
go up to a child and ask them 
what they thought of when you 
say Christmas, chances are they 
would say "presents." 
Today's society has gotten to 
the point where almost every- 
thing we do seems to be concen- 
trated on how much money we 
make and who has the nicest 
kazoo. 
Now, on top of all the mean- 
ingless value that people place 
on holidays, someone goes and 
adds another ridiculous day, 
where people are encouraged to 
show their love for each other by 
getting them gifts. 
In all reality, people need to re- 
evaluate what most holidays 
mean to them and if all they can 
think of is making out their 
shopping lists, then more than 
likely, the future generations are 
going to be in big trouble. 
If holidays keep becoming 
more materialistic, eventually 
there may be no point in even 
celebrating holidays anymore. 
They will be pointless. But then 
again, some of them already are. 
People need to stop buying 
into holidays and start evaluating 
the true meaning behind what 
they stand for. 
I Sweetest 
Day 
'Battle of 
the Sexes' 
Twelve simple explanations to 
show why guys rule and girls drool 
MATT SUSSMAN 
Humor Columnist 
Why must girls act without 
reason simply because the)' don't 
generate sperm or have substan- 
tial amounts of bodily hair? After 
years of being perplexed, I have 
safely deduced that women - all 
women - have a perplexing trait 
about them because they are 
women. I have my reasons. Let 
me share them with you, in the 
order of which I wrote them: 
1. On dates, they have the easy 
part. Men are burdened with the 
responsibility of getting up the 
nerve to ask the girl out. After 
that, they are expected to pay for 
the dinner, the movie, and act 
like a perfect gentleman. The girl 
just has to look good, smile and 
blush at compliments about her 
hair. 
2. The law is usually on their 
side. For example, if a man beats 
up a woman, he is labeled as a 
"wife beater." He is then thrown 
into prison, and then we make 
fun of that man. lust ask Bobby 
Brown. If a woman beats up a 
man, we simply make fun of that 
man. lust ask former Cleveland 
Indians pitcher Chuck Finely. 
3. They watch too much reality 
TV Tony Komheiser once said, 
"Not only do just women watch 
Toe Millionaire.' but all women 
watch it." The same goes for 
"The Bad Show-lor" and "The 
Bad Show-lorette." They claim 
they just spend all the time mak- 
ing fun of the contestants. If I 
had my chance. I would install 
cameras in these girls' rooms 
and watch them watch these 
horrible shows, and make fun of 
them. 
4. They spend an exorbitant 
amount of time worrying about 
their hair. One night, a girl I was 
going to sec was running late 
because she was waiting for her 
hair to dry. 1 ater that night it 
rained, and she became frustrat- 
ed because her hair became 
soaked. I will keep her identity a 
secret, because if I were to men- 
tion her name, Allison would kill 
me. Maybe she does have a 
point. After all, nothing gets 
water out of hair. 
5. They have a natural instinct 
to hit me. Whenever I make fun 
of a girl, they have this penchant 
for punching me in the shoulder. 
The severity of the punch 
depends on the strength of the 
arm and how funny the joke was. 
If I make fun of a guy, they laugh 
and return with a zinger of their 
own. The punishment should fit 
the crime. Girls are violent. 
6. Somehow, they pay less 
money for car insurance. Have 
you seen these vehicular terror- 
ists on the interstate? I have 
regrettably ridden with some of 
these "woman drivers." I rode 
with a girl who stopped at a 
green light. I remember a girl 
who ate a double cheeseburger 
while driving me home. I know a 
girl who thinks stop signs and 
speed limit markers are merely 
suggestions. Even I don't believe 
everything I read, but this is 
ridiculous. I think we are all a lit- 
tle confused about the 19th 
Amendment. It gives women the 
right to vote, not drive. 
7. They are physically weak 
when it comes to containers 
with caps on them. It's not a 
question of strength or grip, but 
simply a matter of genetics. The 
strongest female might bench 
hundreds of pounds, but she 
can't unscrew a bottle of 
Gatorade. Here's some advice for 
the men: if you don't want a girl 
going through your possessions, 
don't bother with padlocks, lust 
put a lid on it. 
8.1 can see how some hobbies 
involve spending money, but 
spending money (i.e. shopping) 
is not a hobby. Purchasing 
clothes and other "necessities" at 
the mall, just because they are 
available at a discount price, 
would not soothe my angst from 
gaining five pounds the previous 
week. I would be happier with 
the money. 
9. Given the recent ladybug 
infestation, this point is ever 
apparent Any creature, provided 
it has six or more legs, is deemed 
as unfit to be touched, squashed, 
captured or dealt with in any 
fashion by a lady. For some rea- 
son, they have delegated this 
task to anyone with an Adam's 
apple. 
10.1 guarantee a female 
invented the phrase "Oh my 
God," or "omigod" for short. In 
fact, girls will often use the 
abbreviated version in rapid suc- 
cession - say, three times in a 
row. 
11. As long as I'm talking about 
the language, would it kill 
women to say "I'm fine" and 
actually mean "I'm fine?" It's no 
wonder we think about sex all 
the time - it eases the mind from 
deciphering the cryptic female 
dialect. 
12. They will probably take this 
column seriously. Ladies, I am a 
humor columnist. I make jokes 
about women, just like I make 
jokes about any group of people. 
Guys probably won't complain 
too much about Stacy's points 
about men, but perhaps that's 
because she is wrong and I am 
right! 
What's the big deal with Coming Out Week? Check out 
what people are saying online. Go to www.bgnews.com 
Merry Bitter Female 
Day, boys and girls 
STACY KESS 
Opinion Columnist 
There are very few times a 
year I get to bash men in a col- 
umn. An overrated puppy-love 
greeting card holiday is just 
such a time. 
I can only handle one type of 
Sweetest Day: a bitter and cyni- 
cal one. Thus, by the power 
vested in me by the BG News 
and the Ohio Association of 
Love-Sex-Relationship 
Columnist (OALSRC), I hereby 
proclaim Oct. 18 a new holiday, 
Bitter Female Day. 
In honor of Bitter Female 
Day, I offer you what will some- 
day be a Bitter Female Day tra- 
dition — my list of grievances 
against men, in no particular 
order. 
1. Men think they are always 
right. Hate to break it to you 
boys, but you are not always 
right. You do not know every- 
thing. You do not necessarily 
know more about sports than 1 
do. You are not necessarily a 
better driver. You do not know 
everything about women. And, 
all those arguments you think 
you win? Yeah, I let you win 
those. 
2. When we are talking, if you 
would look up just six inches, 
I'd be a lot happier. 
3. Let's talk about chivalry. 
There is a fine line between 
chivalry and stepping on my 
liberated female toes. I'll be 
honest. I love chivalry. I love 
when you hold doors open for 
me. 1 love when you unlock the 
passenger side of the car for 
me before you unlock your 
side. I love when you light my 
cigarette for me. But under- 
stand there is a point when it is 
too much. 1 love my indepen- 
dence and sometimes I want to 
express said independence. So, 
just once in a while, can I buy 
you a beer or pay for our meal? 
It'll make my inner-child-of- 
the-women's-movement 
happy. 
4.1 assume you all own a 
copy of the famous book, "Boys 
Guide to Over-used Lines." I 
make this assumption based 
on the number of times I have 
heard the same line from dif- 
ferent guys. Among my 
favorites are "It's not you, it's 
me," "We can still be friends, 
right?" and "Can we talk?" 
When you use those lines, 
boys, I can guarantee it's not 
the first time we have heard it. 
In fact, every time a male friend 
says "We need to talk" to me, I 
know exactly what's coming 
next. Try coming up with 
something original; it will make 
conversations far more inter- 
esting. 
5.1 am not your mother. I 
understand you are needy, but 
please call your mother, call 
your sister or call your friends 
once in a while instead of 
depending on me to play psy- 
chologist every single time 
something goes wrong. 
Furthermore, I know it's hard to 
clean your apartment, and 1 
know I make threats to do it for 
you, but again, being that I am 
not your mother, it's not my 
job. This is not to say that I 
won't mother you a little. After 
all, I am motherly by nature. 
I'm simply saying, don't abuse 
my motherly traits. 
6. Get over it. When we break 
up, don't call me looking for a 
shoulder to cry on. Don't call 
me looking for advice. Don't 
call three months later hoping 
you have a second chance. And 
don't call me looking for advice, 
approval or well wishes for 
your new girlfriend. 
7. Men don't listen. For my 
male readers, I'll repeat myself: 
Men don't listen. 
8. Experts say men mature 
slower than women. If that's 
the case, some of you are 
maturing at a snail's pace. 1 
checked with a psychologist 
and he told me you could sub- 
tract 2-3 years from a guy's age 
to find out his maturity level. If 
he has ADHD, the psycholo- 
gists told me make it five. I find 
that hard to believe, consider- 
ing some of the males I know. 
Hence, I offer my own formula. 
Let A equal the age of the boy 
in question: A-2n ■ 16, where 
all males ages 18 to 28 act 
about 16 years old. If correct, 
the formula should explain a 
lot of behavior- that's assum- 
ing male behavior can be 
explained at all. 
9. A one-track mind just isn't 
sexy. I know men think about 
sex every six seconds, but 
there's more to life than sex. 
First off, sex just isn't going to 
happen 10 minutes after we 
finish an argument, no matter 
how hard you try. Second, I 
need more out of our relation- 
ship than sex (i.e., understand- 
ing, emotions, empathy, etc.). 
Third, just because I go on a 
date with you, have a drink 
with you or look in your gener- 
al direction does not mean I 
want to have sex with you. 
I believe that covers it - at 
least for now. Merry Bitter 
Female Day, one and all. 
SQUIRREL 
ON THE STREET 
What do you think of 
the nuts around 
campus? 
B0BB. 
AC0RN0L0GY 
"/ like em in my 
mouth." 
SUZIE 
TREE-JUMPING 
"There is a wide 
variety." 
SEAN PAUL 
BURROWING 
"They help me get 
busy." 
ANGELA 
SCURRYING 
"I like to play with the 
big and tasty ones." 
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Browns'O'Hara to 
miss three weeks 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BEREA, Ohio — Cleveland 
Browns guard Shaun O'Hara 
underwent arthroscopic 
surgery on his right knee and 
will be sidelined for at least 
three weeks. 
The Browns said O'Hara got 
hurt in Sunday's win over the 
Oakland Raiders. 
However, O'Hara's agent, 
Tony Agnone, said the fourth- 
year veteran injured his knee 
several weeks ago and reaggra- 
vated it on Sunday. 
Catch all the football 
action on the radio 
Tune into 88.1 FM WBGU as 
Chad McNeal and lared 
Gilkerson bring you all the 
action. Kickoff is scheduled for 
6p.m. and the Ziggy Zoomba's 
pregame show starts at 5 p.m. 
8«nS«JHt«rBGNe« 
WHAM! A BG volleyball player 
spikes the ball earlier this year. 
BG faces Toledo tonight. 
Spikers 
look to 
get back 
on track 
By Dan Gednev 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The BG volleyball team has hit 
upon some haid times over the 
last month. 
After beating Valparaiso in five 
sets on Sept. 17 to improve to 8-3, 
the Falcons have dropped seven 
of their last eight matches. They 
are headed into tonight's match 
against Toledo with a four game 
losing streak. On the bright side, 
the Falcons lone win in their last 
eight matches was against 
Toledo. 
"The last time we played 
Toledo we were very successful 
up there, we won it in five, and 
we know we can do it, so... we're 
looking forward to the match," 
said BG head coach Denise Van 
De Walle. "That was our last win, 
so we want to capitalize on that; 
we worked hard all week in prac- 
tice and I think we're ready." 
The Falcons head into 
tonight's match against the 
Rockets with an overall record of 
9-10 and a 1-3 record in the Mid- 
American Conference. They are 
coming off a four-set loss to 
Cleveland State Tuesday night in 
Cleveland. The Rockets, (7-12,3- 
4 MAC) are coming off a three set 
sweep of Buffalo on Saturday in 
which they were led by Rachel 
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Ben Swanger BG News 
CELEBRATION: Falcon defensive lineman Mitchell Crossley leaves the field followed by linebacker 
Lavelle Sharpe after BG's 32-21 victory over Western Michigan Saturday. 
Gridders hope 
to avoid letdown 
By Zach Baker 
SPORTS EOltOR 
After an impressive showing 
last week at Western Michigan, 
and a week from the showdown 
against Northern Illinois, the 
football team will look to avoid a 
letdown at Eastern Michigan 
tomorrow. 
Eastern Michigan sits in last 
place of the Mid-American 
Conference West division with 
an 0-3 MAC record, and a 1-6 
overall record. 
In their last game, Eastern 
Michigan was beaten by Toledo, 
49-14. 
Falcon coach Gregg Brandon 
said that his team cannot over- 
look the Eagles, despite their dif- 
ficult season. 
"Eastern has struggled, obvi- 
ously," Brandon said. "... The 
Rockets blew them out last 
week, but I'll tell you what ... 
their defensive kids are still play- 
ing hard." Brandon said. 
The Falcons have been on the 
fringe of the top 25 for several 
weeks, but Falcon linebacker 
Mitch Hewitt said that the frus- 
tration of not being ranked will 
not affect the team's play. He 
said the team learned a lesson 
about iis importance last sea- 
son. 
"I'd be lying if I said no one 
here ever thought about it," 
Hewitt said. "I think last year we 
were more concerned with the 
top 25 than winning the MAC 
title. If we handle every game 
week by week, everything will 
take care of itself." 
Brandon said that in order for 
BG to have a good game, the 
team will need to continue its 
success offensively. 
We've got to take care of the 
ball like we talk about every 
week, and exploit our opportu- 
nities," Brandon said. "| Eastern 
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Men's golf breaks school record 
By Brandon Drake 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Even though the final 
round of the Xavier 
Provident Invitational 
had to be called off because of 
heavy rain, the Bowling Green 
men's golf team continued their 
exceptional play with their third 
place finish from the first day of 
play. The results from the tourna- 
ment's first two rounds will stand 
as the final results. 
The Falcons finished the tour- 
nament with a two-round, 
school-record score of 563. In the 
first round, the men's golf team 
set a new school record and tied 
the Xavier Provident Invitational 
record with a score of 276. The 
team score of 563 beats the old 
standing 36-hole record by 26 
strokes set in 1991 (589). 
Leading the way for the 
Falcons was Heath Ziglar, who 
shot a school record-tying 136, 
including a personal best 67 dur- 
ing the first round. He added a 69 
in the second round to finish six- 
under par in the tournament. 
Ziglar's score of 136 ties him with 
John Miller (1978) and Brett 
Fulford (1992) for the 36 hole 
record. 
Once again, the Falcons were 
able to get contributions from 
throughout the lineup to help 
clinch their strong finish. Craig 
Pickerel had another solid perfor- 
mance, finishing the tournament 
tied for 19th (142). Chris Leake 
ended the two-rounds tied for 
32nd, with a score of 144. Senior 
Adam Balls and red-shin-sopho- 
more Tommy Lopez both tied for 
55th with a score of 148. 
Indiana University took home 
their third consecutive team tide 
in the Xavier Provident 
Invitational with a team score 
560. Finishing in second was 
Marquette, who had a final team 
score of 561. The Hoosiers were 
led by left"Overton, who captured 
his fourth tournament victory of 
the fall. Finishing in second was 
Marquette's Michael Bielawski. 
This tail season has been one of 
the most successful for the 
Falcons. 
The strongest finish was sec- 
ond place at the Earl 
Yestingsmcier Invitational last 
weekend. The men's golf team 
also had strong fourth place fin- 
ishes at the Hoosier Invitational 
and the John Piper 
Intercollegiate. 
With their fall season conclud- 
ed, the Falcons will take the next 
few months off and await the 
beginning of the spring season to 
begin. The Falcons next tourna- 
ment will be the Cleveland State 
Spring Kick-Off Classic held in 
Charieston, SC Feb. 23 and 24. 
Because of their strong fall sea- 
son, the Falcons eagerly antici- 
pate the upcoming season. 
Rematch 
withUB 
has extra 
meaning 
By Zach Baker 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The women's soccer team 
has not played Buffalo since last 
year's playoff match at 
Cochrane Field, just one day 
after l-eslie Dawley died. 
While coach Andy Richards 
said the game today will have a 
special significance, he said that 
the team already thinks about 
Leslie a great deal, so the game 
against Buffalo won't be han- 
dled too differently. 
"It's difficult ... it's with us 
everyday, we don't need 
reminding," Richards said. "At 
the same time, it's things like 
this that bring about special 
emotions" 
Richards said that the team 
will hold a moment of silence 
during pregame practice for 
themselves. 
"We will recognize it in our 
own personal way." Richards 
said. 
The game tomorrow will be 
an important one for the 
Falcons in the Mid-American 
Conference. The Bulls are 4-4-1 
in the MAC just a half-game 
behind BG's record. 
Richards said the game is 
important for BG's postseason 
chances. 
"We know that a win for us is 
really going to help our cause 
and it's really going to hurt 
Buffalo's," Richards said. "It's 
going to be a competitive game, 
as all MAC games are." 
Richards said that there is a 
great deal of parity in the MAC 
this season. 
The Falcons struggled to get 
an overtime win over Northern 
Illinois on Sunday, a team that 
is mathematically ineligible for 
the postseason. 
"The MAC is always fiercely 
competitive," Richards said. 
"You just can't look at standings 
and think that one game is 
going to be easier than anoth- 
er." 
The Falcons dropped a non 
conference game to Michigan 
State yesterday, 3-2. They will 
now play only MAC games until 
their season finale against Ohio 
StateonOct.31. 
The game against Buffalo will 
begin tomorrow at 1 p.m. The 
team also will play Sunday, at 
home against Kent State. The 
game, which follows the men's 
game against Birmingham 
Southern, begins at 2:30 p.m. 
Bw Srniftr BG News 
MY PUCK! Falcon forward Ryan Barnett takes the puck in a 
game earlier this season. BG faces Notre Dame this weekend. 
leers take on 
Notre Dame 
By Kevin Shields 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Falcon hockey team is 
looking for win number one on 
the season as they head to 
Notre Dame tonight for the 
start of a home and home 
series. They are coming off two 
tough losses to open the year at 
Northern Michigan, while the 
Irish are coming off a split at 
Ohio State. 
"It's a real good weekend 
coming here for us," head 
coach Scott Paluch said. "We 
got two league games, which 
are home and home with most 
importantly there being four 
league points up for grabs." 
BG will come into the week- 
end having lost six in a row to 
the Irish and 12 of the last 15 
meetings. 
The team is coming off a 
series where they were able to 
create more offense than 
Northern, which is a big 
improvement from last season 
when they were consistently 
being out shot. In the two 
games they had 28 and 41 shots 
on net while holding Northern 
to 32-21. 
"We put together two really 
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Courtney Brown finally producing 
By Tom Withers 
'HE ASSOCKUD PRESS 
BI-RKA. Ohio — As the Drowns' 
second-team offense breaks the 
practice huddle, tackle fcnquin 
Gonzalez heads toward the line of 
scrimmage in a slow trot. 
He's in no hurry. Gonzalez is 
about to face one of his worst 
fears. 
Awaiting him is Courtney 
Brown, all 6-foot-l. 280 pounds 
of rippling muscle, breathtaking 
quickness and frightening poten- 
tial. 
And each time he meets 
Cleveland's massive defensive 
end, (lonzalez has the same reac- 
tion. 
"Oh,  (no)," said Gonzalez, 
whose actual comment was 
cleaned up for print. "He's a l>cast. 
I'm just glad he's on my team." 
And for the first time in a long 
time, the Drowns are, too. 
Brown, the former No. 1 overall 
draft pick from Perm State who 
has been largely a bust during his 
three injury-filled seasons with 
the Browns, is having his best 
year in the NFL 
The Quiet Storm is making big 
noise. Finally. 
Through six games, Brown has 
already recorded a career-high 
five sacks, getting two in a nation- 
ally televised win two weeks ago 
at Pittsburgh that served notice 
he was fully recovered from 
major off-season knee surgery. 
"He's had to battle through 
injuries and he's starting to feel 
much more comfortable wiUi his 
knee." Gonzalez said. "He's only 
going to improve from here.Wfeek 
in and week out he's getting bet- 
ter." 
On one amazing play against 
the Steelers, Brown showcased 
his full compliment of speed, 
strength and savvy. 
While fighting through tackle 
Todd Fordham's block. Brown 
reached back to strip the ball 
away from Steelers quarterback 
Tommy Maddox before pounc- 
ing on it to set up a field goal that 
gave tile Browns a 10-0 lead. 
"It's a thing of beauty' to watch 
him play,'' safety Farl little said. 
leers must stop 
ND s Globke 
HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 5 
good games, but unfortunately 
we just couldn't put the puck in 
the net," forward Mark Wires 
said. "We had 11 shots compared 
to their 21 shots the second night 
and we're creating good scoring 
chances." 
It ended up being defensive 
breakdowns lli.it were thedillet 
ence in the two games; some- 
thing coach taluch knows his 
team must improve on. 
"Our transition defense needs 
to improve and we need to do a 
better job with going from 
offense to defense," Paluch said. 
"We need to recognize who the 
dangerous players are and get to 
the critical parts of the ice. I think 
we've made some pretty good 
strides with that this week in 
practice already.'' 
Notre Dame is a team that 
returns IT players and has added 
eight very talented freshmen. 
Main returnees an forward Bob 
Globke, center Aaron tall 
defensemen Neil kornadoski, 
and goaltender Morgan ( ev 
Globke is coming oft'a hat-trick 
in Notre Dame's first game at 
Ohio State and has had much 
success against the Falcons. In 
the 10 times he has played 
against BG, he has recorded 11 
points. 
With Cey being out with his 
recovery from offseason knee 
surgery, Rory Walsh and Dave 
Brown have been the goaltenders 
for the Irish. Walsh had a 31 save 
performance in the season open- 
ing victory at Ohio State. 
(ley may be able to return this 
weekend to the net. but Paluch 
will have his team prepared for 
whoever is between the pipes. 
We'll prepare ourselves for the 
whole Notre Dame team and no 
matter who is in net, we need to 
get a lot of chalices to create 
offense," Paluch said. "In this 
league there are a number of 
good goalies and you need to be 
able to perform in order to heat 
them." 
This weekend's series will be 
big for the Falcons and is going to 
be i me where points will be big to 
ciiinc away with in conference 
play. With opponents such as 
Miami, Western Michigan and 
Ohio State on (he horizon, iis 
important that the Falcons come 
away with wins. 
"All the elements of us winning 
these games are right there and 
Hie need to just put them all 
together. Wires said. "Hopefully 
this weekend we can bring it all 
together and get two wins." 
I he series will open up tonight 
at Notre Dame with a face-off 
time of 8:35 p.m. and will end 
tomorrow night at the BG Ice 
Arena with a face-off time at 7:05 
p.m. The team will also unveil 
their new home uniforms this 
weekend. 
Volleyball must 
improve net play 
VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 5 
Mohler. who recorded 15 kills 
and a .305 hitting percentage. As 
a team, the Rockets posted a .413 
hitting percentage against 
Buffalo. Tonight's match marks 
the 53rd meeting between the 
Falcons and the Rockets, with the 
Falcons holding a 41-11 advan- 
tage in the all-time series. 
Van De VV'alle is looking for 
more consistency in the teams 
play at the net this weekend. 
"We need to make sure that we 
play well at the net. hitting and 
blocking right now has just been 
a little streaky for us," Van De 
Walle said. "There are some 
nights that we hit exceptionally 
well, some nights we block 
exceptionally well and I think 
going forward now that we're 
really in the thick of it in the MAC 
that our net play needs to be 
more consistent." 
Northern Illinois, 114-5, 3-3 
MAC] comes to town having lost 
three of their last four matches. 
The Falcons have not had very 
much luck against the Huskies 
over the years — Northern 
Illinois leads the Falcons 17-3 in 
the all-time series — and the 
Huskies swept the Falcons last 
season, defeating them in four 
sets at Anderson Arena and 
sweeping them at Northern 
Illinois last year. 
In addition to the inconsisten- 
cy in net play, having to play from 
behind hurt the Falcons in their 
loss to Cleveland State. The 
Falcons fell behind early in three 
out of the four sets, including the 
set that they won. The Falcons 
were able to come back from sev- 
eral of these deficits, but could 
not pull out the win. Van De Walle 
saw glimpses of the BG team that 
was able to come from behind 
earlier in the season. 
"It looked like BG pre-confer- 
ence because in the early pan of 
September, before the MAC start- 
ed, we could be down by a couple 
of points and that did not shake 
our confidence. We would just 
steady out and win the game," 
Van lie Walle said. "Lately it just 
seems like when we've gotten 
down we have not had that same 
mentality to come back and 
believe we can win ... we're con- 
tinuing to work on that." 
Tonight's match against Toledo 
and tomorrow's match against 
Northern Illinois are both sched- 
uled for 7 p.m. 
Ball State prepares for their 
toughest test against Miami 
By Andy Resnik 
1BI  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Ball State has had two weeks 
to prepare for Miami of Ohio. 
Cardinals coach Brady Hoke 
isn't sure that's long enough. 
The RedHawks' team head- 
ing into Muncie, Intl.. on 
Saturday is clicking in all 
phases of the game. Their 
offense, defense and special 
teams all have been making 
big plays since a season-open- 
ing 21-3 loss at Iowa. 
"I don't know what 
matchups we can take advan- 
tage of because in all three- 
phases of the game they're 
playing fast, they're playing 
with great confidence." said 
Hoke. whose team was idle 
last weekend. "They're going 
to be our toughest test to this 
date." 
Miami's defense nearly shut 
out Buffalo last Saturday — 
allowing only a field goal in a 
59-3 rout — after holding 
Akron's high-octane offense to 
20 points the week before. 
On offense, the RedHawks 
(5-1, 2-0 Mid-American 
Conference! have been scor- 
ing at will, putting up 44, 41, 
42, 45 and 59 points in the last 
five games — all victories. 
The special teams also have 
provided Miami with a spark. 
Ryne Robinson returned con- 
secutive punts for touch- 
downs in the first quarter 
against Buffalo and set a MAC 
record with 237 punt return 
yards. 
"Across the board, you know 
it's kind of success breeds suc- 
cess," Miami coach Terry 
Iloeppner said. "The guys are 
feeling good about themselves 
and cutting loose and making 
some plays, as evidenced by 
our punt return team. 
Falcons not looking past EMU 
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 5 
Michigan! can create problems, 
they nin a different |defensivc| 
scheme than we've seen." 
On defense, the Falcons will 
attempt to contain Eastern 
Michigan's ntnninggame. 
In last week's loss to Toledo. 
Fagle running back Anthony 
Sherrill gained 123 yards on 26 
carries, and scored a touch- 
down. 
Brandon said that Eastern 
Michigan quarterback Chinedu 
Okuni is a threat, despite his 
recent stntggles. 
Okuru threw two intercep- 
tions in last week's loss, throwing 
for 113 yards. 
"|Okuru| is a good player, he's 
just struggling throwing the ball 
right now." Brandon said. "Our 
defense has to contain them." 
Brandon said that with the 
game being played in Eastern 
Michigan, the Hagles should 
come out motivated. In their last 
home game, two weeks ago 
against Western Michigan, the 
Hagles held a 3-0 advantage at 
halftime before the Broncos took 
control. 
"Going up there at the start of 
the game, they'll lx' fired up," 
Brandon said. "We have to be 
ready to play, which I think we 
will be." 
BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK 
BG 24s own Andy Barch shares his football wisdom with 
us ttiis week After all of last week's upsets, sports fans 
are left to wonder what is to care How will Ohio State 
"choke" on it this week? Will BG get shafted by the poll- 
sters once again? Will Zach Baker lose it in the EMU 
press box? We'll find out all of these answers tomorrow 
ZACH BAKER 
Sports Editor 
DAN GEDNEY 
Asst. Sports Editor 
w 
CHRIS WILLIG 
Reporter 
D 
ANDY BARCH 
BG 24 News stud 
Bowling Green at 
Eastern Michigan 
BG 28 FAVORITE 
Prediction 
Score 
Rant 
Bowling Green Bowling Green 
70-3 
Bowling Green 
35-3 
Bowling Green 
70-7                       | 36-3 
Start me up, start 
me up and never 
stop. BG wins. 
Memo to AP poll: 
Winning means you 
move UP in rank. 
Harris throws for a 
million yards, preps 
for Northern Illinois. 
BG feeds off of a 
lethal injection of 
Vitamin Z. 
lllinnic at Prediction 
Score 
Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan 
42-10                     I 32-21 35-10 24-7 
no.  i /  uiicingaii 
MICHIGAN 27 FAVORITE 
Rant Michigan is like Max 
on Saved by the 
Bell...on sometimes. 
Best thing about 
Michigan ... err. urn, 
Im drawing a blank. 
Kitner returns for 
his fifth year and 
throws four picks. 
Hell, Joel Hammond 
could run for 100 
yds. on the lllini. 
| 
Western Michigan at 
No. 16 Northern Illinois 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 12 FAVORITE 
Prediction 
Score 
Northern Illinois Northern Illinois        | Northern Illinois Northern Illinois 
18-10 42-28                       7-3 30-20                     | 
Rant Northern Illinois is 
seeing orange and 
brown. It shows. 
Huskies get in top 
10, then BG gets 
revenge next week. 
Huskies play horri- 
bly, looking ahead 
to the Falcons 
NIU won't win big, 
but they win by a 
HUSKY margin. 
Miami (OH) at 
Ball State 
MIAMI 16 FAVORITE 
Prediction 
Score 
Miami Miami Miami Miami 
56-14 23-11 45-10 28-14 
Rant Andy looks like that 
guy on Playmakers. 
Miami will be. 
Red Hawks and Big 
Ben light up the 
Cardinals in Muncie. 
Roethlisberger 
throws for 450 
yards and 6 td's. 
The Redhawks give 
Ball St. something to 
munch on in Muncie. 
Toledo at 
Central Michigan 
TOLEDO 14.5 FAVORITE 
Prediction 
Score 
Toledo Toledo Toledo Toledo 
30-8 35-6 38-28 35-17                   | 
Rockets will chip 
away at the 
Chippewas. 
Rant I'm a rocket man. 
burning out his fuse 
here alone. 
Chippewas get beat 
up once again. 
Toledo beats CMU, 
puts more egg on 
face of BCS. 
1 
No. 9 Iowa at 
No. 8 Ohio State 
Prediction Iowa Ohio State Iowa lorn 
Score 13-10 20-17 28-10 24-14                   | 
Buckeyes choke just 
as well at home. 
Rant Bill Goldberg looka- 
likes can't be wrong. 
Buckeyes don't 
"choke" on it this 
WCCK. 
"Iowa Zach 10 
bucks" - AC Slater. 
0SU 3.5 FAVORITE 
RECORDS 25-11 26-10 24-12(reporter) 25-11 (guest) 
1 
Falcon Hocfcetf //" 
Notre Dame \m BBSU 
Saturday, Oct. IBth - 7 p.m. 
BG5U Ice Arena 
Get to the Ice Arena Early on Saturday! 
First 2,000 Fans at the game will receive a pair of 
Falcon Thunder Stix 
courtesy of the University Bookstore 
First 5,000 fans will receive a schedule magnet 
courtesy of the University Bookstore 
First 500 students at the game wilt receive a 
Falcon Hockey t-shirt courtesy of 
Speck Sales & Cooper Tire! 
NEW Jermeym 
Revealed! 
Com* 8M tho Now Look of U» Falcons 
THe WeEKEnd iS AlmOST HeRE...ThE WEEkeND iS 
ALMost HEre...THe WeekENd Is AIMOST HEre!!! 
Art Auction * Live Music * Food * Fun 
rFrmdminer to {/benefit the lAwotina Green • fehooh {Foundation 
Muscat Entertanmant by £Hen and Christopher Scholl ' Kevin Scnempl 
Anne Lake, Philip Dupont and Stephen Scholl t Helen Lakoisky ..' Julie Biaelli 
Art Auction featuring artwork and services donated by local artists mckjdng 
Jan Bell ■ Joan McKee ,' Becky Laabs t Tom Hilly I Nicole Myers 
The Dominic Labino Estate ' Nancy Wkofl-Leetch ! Kim Sockman ( S marry otters 
SM*V Cram Scfoois 
Saturday, October 18 at 7pm 
Wood County District Public Library Atrium 
$25 per person 
41*352-3827 7)B*S to 01/GoW Sponsors Bawling Green State University m I Newtove Realty Inc. 
419-352-0843 m(uS^Scmm»MCourir,Hcem-Woadr^ur^lrmjrtKt-FnlHmxBmk • Uanh IHm* • tkmtwt PtumUnc 
419-352-1058      n, Pm» Woti ■ NMv Gnphc • dortoo I S»(l CAM • ftaMmqw Owgn Gn«j • *l«rt«il Ptoducls • Sp«» Hiflm»> fta, I «rtow 
LOVE STORY: Our 
own Sean Corp reviews 
"Say Anything" as the 
top Sweetest Day flick; 
PAGE 8 
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get a 
life 
calendar of events 
Friday 
10 p.m. 
The Big Creak with the.story.of 
opening 
NateSWally's 
10 p.m. 
Shadows Fall 
Death by Stereo 
Himsa 
This Day Forward 
Howard's Club H 
10 p.m. 
TBA 
Brewster's 
10 p.m. 
Ryan Creamer 
Easy Street Cafe 
11 p.m. 
UAO Presents: "Hollywood 
Homicide" 
Union 206 
Saturday 
10 p.m. 
La Revancha 
Nate & Watty's 
10 p.m. 
Detroit Cobras 
The Paybacks 
The T-Shirts 
Howard's Club H 
10 p.m. 
Maggie Pierce and El 
Brewster's 
10 p.m. 
Russell Martin 
Easy Street Caf6 
Sunday 
10 p.m. 
Lion Fever 
Cat & Mouse 
Howard's Club H 
9:30 p.m. 
UAO Presents: "Hollywood 
Homicide" 
Union 206 
Monday 
Euchre Night 
Easy Street Cafe 
Tuesday 
Comedy/Open-Mic Night 
Easy Street Cafe 
10 p.m. 
Big Tasty 
Howard's Club H 
Wednesday 
10 p.m. 
The Saint Catherine's 
Punchline 
Hearsay TAO 
Running from Dharma 
Howard's Club H 
Jazz Night 
Easy Street Cafe 
Thursday 
8 p.m. 
The Laramie Project 
Joe E. Brown Theater 
10 p.m. 
Oval Opus 
Howard's Club H 
Calendar of Events is compiled 
by Sean Corp. Contact him at 
scorp@bgnetbgsu.edu 
CQ 
© 
r+ 
o> 
<* O 
e 
appearing at the 
new music & art festival 
By Leigh Ann MacKenzie 
PULSE WRITER 
This weekend marks the beginning of a very unique festival here at 
Bowling Green State University. The 24th annual New Music & Art 
Festival, featuring distinguished composer Bright Sheng is being 
presented by the MidAmerican Center for Contemporary Music at 
the College of Musical Arts and the University's School of Art. The 
three day festival will offer an array of concerts, lectures, work- 
shops, performance arts, video screenings and exhibitions on cam- 
pus, as well as at the Toledo Museum of Art. "The festival supports 
the creation of new work and engages both the University and 
broader communities in the process of art appreciation and aware- 
ness," according to a recent press release. Along with a variety of 
musicians, composers and performers, will be Sheng, this year's 
highlighted performer. Born in China, Sheng worked as a pianist and percussionist in Qinghai, during the 
Cultural Revolution when all of the universities were closed and intellectuals were sent to work in the 
fields. Upon the reopening of the schools in 1978, Sheng attended Shanghai, where he earned a bache- 
lor's degree in composition. Sheng then moved to New York where he earned his master's degree at 
Queens College and his Ph.D. at 
Columbia. He is currently a member of 
the composition faculty at the University 
of Michigan. Sheng's work has been 
noted around the world for its "lyrical, 
limpid melodies inspired by the folk 
music of China, particularly from the 
remote Chinese province of Quinghai, 
where he was sent during the Cultural 
Revolution," according his website. 
BRIGHT, PAGE 8 
page design by matt ivey 
The.story.of breaks mold of college music 
By Angela L Goner 
PUISE EDITOR 
Once in a great while does a 
band come along that defies the 
stereotypes. This is that time, 
this is that band. The.story.of. is 
the exception to the rule when it 
comes to college bands these 
days. 
The minds that compose 
the.story.of include: Jeremy 
Gordon, bass; Christman 
Hersha, keys and vocals; Alex 
Huff, guitar and vocals; Dave 
Mculfy, guitar and lohn Gibbs, 
drums. 
With their new album. Trust 
in Amanita, they create elec- 
tronic vibes while delivering 
sweet lyrics and melodies. 
They will be at Nate & Wally s 
tonight, a must see show for 
eclectic enthusiatists. 
BREAKING IT DOWN 
leremy Gordon and 
Christman Hersha took the time 
to explain themselves in a Q&A 
before they arrived in Bowling 
Green. 
/ unit indicate Jervmy's 
responses, and C will indicate 
Christmaris responses. 
Q-. Your first album, Hrgots of 
Rye. has a David Bowie cover. 
What made you decide to cover 
only him? 
A: (I) Alex came up with the 
idea while we were looking for 
cool covers to do. At each show, 
we like to start off with a coven 
the band likes to do covers. We 
land Bowiel have similar types 
of music, sort of. We just 
changed it a lot and made it our 
own. 
Q: So, is Bowie a big influence 
in your music then? Would you 
STORY, PAGE 8 
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Just cSay Anything* 
By Sean Corp 
PULSE WRITER 
Romantic movies. Most are 
too obvious and too predictable 
with cardboard characters and 
no reason for the two people to 
get together other than they are 
supposed to. However, occa- 
sionally a movie comes along 
and the stars are aligned per- 
fectly making romantic perfec- 
tion occur on screen. "Say 
Anything" is one of those films 
Cameron Crowe's directorial 
debut works because it respects 
the main characters, is honest 
and because of Crowe's ability to 
notice the little details 
The movie centers on the 
relationship between Uoyd 
Dobler (lohn Cusak), a lifetime 
slacker and Diane Court (lone 
Skyel, a lifetime overachiever 
who is months away from 
studying in Kurope. Uoyd even- 
tually gets up the nerve to call 
Diane and convinces her to go 
to a party with him. Diane is out 
of I Joyd's league and everyone 
knows it, especially Uoyd. 
Diane is even asked at the party 
"How did 'that' happen?" and 
she simply replies, "He made 
me laugh." 
She realizes everything she 
missed in high school in her one 
night with Uoyd and the two 
start a love affair that is both 
unlikely and one that makes 
complete sense. That is, of 
course, how love works. 
Uoyd is a simple and honest 
man. This is why the audience 
connects with him so effortless- 
ly. He knows what he is and he 
knows what he wants. He 
knows that he is a drifter with no 
desire to join the working world 
and no other goal other than to 
be a professional kick boxer and 
to spend as much time with 
Diane Court as humanly possi- 
ble. When a character does not 
understand why Diane Court is 
going out with him and asks, 
"Who are you?" he says matter 
of factiy, "I'm Uoyd Dobler." 
The movie is made up of 
small moments. Crowe has an 
ability to express so much 
through what his characters 
don't say, than most filmmakers 
can get in what their characters 
do say. 
In a typical teenage romance, 
the characters only realize their 
love through long soulful mono- 
logues and the ridiculous situa- 
tions that bring them together. 
Not so in "Say Anything." Many 
people instantly think of the 
wonderful moment when a 
lovesick Uoyd stands outside 
Diane's window holding up the 
radio in an act of desperation 
and an act of simple, undying 
love. 
However, there is another 
moment that is a perfect exam- 
ple of the mastery of the film. 
Uoyd and Diane are walking 
together and Uoyd instinctively 
warns her not to step on some 
glass in the street and then kicks 
it away. It is simple, beautiful 
and perfect. 
When the two eventually 
make love, instead of showing 
the two passionately kissing 
each other, we see them after 
the act They are holding each 
other in the back of his car in 
the middle of the night. "Are 
you shaking?" she asks, "No" he 
insists. "You are shaking," she 
says, to which he replies, "I don't 
think so." "Then why are you 
shaking?" she asks. "I don't 
know. I think I'm happy," he 
says. This shows their love in a 
way no sex scene could ever 
hope to achieve. 
The film understands that it is 
not when you say, "I love you" it 
is when you show someone you 
love them without even trying 
This honest approach to show- 
ing love is what makes the film 
one of, if not the best, romance 
films. 
Grade: A+ 
THE SWEETEST 
SONGS FOR 
SWEESTEST 
DAY 
1. "Unchained Melody" 
The Righteous Brothers 
2. "At Last" 
Etta James 
3. "Open Arms" 
Journey 
4. "In Your Eyes" 
Peter Gabriel 
5. "Maybe I'm Amazed" 
Paul McCartney 
6. "Wonderful Tonight" 
Eric Clapton 
7. "Let's Stay Together" 
Al Green 
8. "Every Rose Has Its 
Thorn" 
Poison 
9. "Always" 
Bon Jovi 
10. "F@!$ Her Gently" 
Tenacious D 
Festival features 
international art 
BRIGHT FROM PAGE 7 
according his Website. Sheng 
was acknowledged by many 
receiving the MacArthur 
Foundation Fellowship, also 
known as the "Genius Award" in 
November 2001. The 
Foundation noted Sheng as "a 
fresh voice in cross-cultural 
music." Adam Zygmunt, coor- 
dinator of operations of the 
MidAmerican Center for 
Contemporary Music has heard 
many of Shengs pieces. 
"His work is very much of 
western context with a strong 
Chinese influence," Zygmunt 
said. "There is a continuum of 
how eastern flavored or western 
flavored the pieces are." 
Shengs newest compositions, 
"H'un (Lacerations)" and 
"Nanking! Nanking!" were 
inspired by events in recent 
Chinese history. 
In addition to performing his 
pieces, Sheng will be attending 
a seminar and is speaking at the 
Festival Forum. 
The Festival is also featuring 
an art exhibition called "Radical 
Une: Contemporary Chinese 
Art," which observes the rela- 
tionship between traditional 
Chinese culture with the 
Western society. 
Editor's Note: For the schedule of 
the weekend's events, please con- 
tact the MACCM at (419)372- 
2685 or www.bgsu.edu/col- 
legeslmusicJMACCM. 
S3 Miss the BG Billboard? Find it on the Web at www.bgnews.com/pulse 
the.story.of: The band plays hard at The Comer Street Grill in Pomeroy. Ohio. Featured band 
members are: Alex Huff on guitar and vocals, Christman Hersha, lead vocals and keys, John 
Gibbs, drums and Jeremy Gordon, bass. 
Eccentricity reigns top 
priority for fivesome 
STORY, FROM PAGE 7 
A: (I) We don't wear our influ- 
ences on our shoulder. One girl 
told us we sounded like Bowie if 
he had gone in a different direc- 
tion after Ziggy Stardust. 
Our influences come from a 
lot of places, like the media; it's 
not just bands Our music has 
been influenced by composers 
and movie scores. About 90 
percent of our music is inspired 
by a single event, like a movie. 
For example, the song "Ergots of 
Rye" was inspired by the ending 
to "Vanilla Sky," you know the 
lucid dream. 
Q: In three to five words, how 
would you describe your band, 
music and lyrics? 
A: (F) Explosive art rock from 
the clouds, energetic, sincere 
and emotional. 
(Q Progressive, melodic, per- 
sonal, layered and Superman. 
Q: There have been numer- 
ous bands coming out of the 
Ohio University and Ohio State 
University college scenes. Would 
you consider yourselves part of 
that group? 
A: (J) Athens has a good 
music scene, but we don't want 
to live there forever. We want to 
further our careers |we want to 
do this for a living], so we are 
moving to Austin later in the 
year. 
(Q We aren't just a college 
band. Most of our efforts are 
regional. At one time you could 
Basketball Practice Squad 
Wanted:    Full-time male students to practice 
against the Women's Basketball team 
Practices:   1st Semester 3-6pm weekdays i«»a 
2nd Semester TBA 
Benefits:     Shoes and BGSU equipment 
Contact:     Kevin Eckert, Assistant Coach 
419-372-9226 
**Come help prepare the Women's 
Basketball team win the MAA! 
w Vineyard Church in Bowling Green 
demonstrating passion lor God & 
compassion for people. 
Sunday @ 10:30 am 
meaningful  worship 
relaxed  &  casual 
atmosphere 
1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419.686 8117 
have considered us a Columbus 
band though. We performed 
there enough. 
Q: As a result of your soon-to- 
be move to Austin, your drum- 
mer (lohn Gibbs) has to take a 
leave from the University. How 
has that affected him? 
A: (D We all want to do this 
John is the creative writing 
major, so he can write music. 
He's not worried a bit. He does- 
n't worry about anything 
Q: In the song "How Could 
Our Uves Have Passed," on your 
new ER you use the abbrevia- 
tion ATP in your lyrics, what 
does that mean? 
Q&A 
WITH JEREMY GORDON 
AND CHRISTMAN HERSHA 
OF 
THE.STORY.OF 
A: (J) ATP is the shorten ver- 
sion of the chemical adenosine 
triphosphate: Adrenaline. We 
used it in that song because it 
describes us as a band; our 
friendships and our move to 
Austin. 
Q: After reading some of the 
lyrics to the new album, 1 found 
that they mesh like a story and 
read like poems. Would you caH 
this album a story of your iives? 
A: (I) Definitely - bits and 
pieces. We put a lot of personal 
stuff on this album. Instead of 
the lyrics being more fantastic 
like on the last album, we want- 
ed them to be more real. 
(C) It is more like a spiritual 
realm, an intangible fantasy feel, 
but more real. We put this into 
every song. 
Q: Every band has a story of 
how they met; how about you 
guys? 
A: (J) A couple of us found 
each other through the Internet, 
then we found everyone else. 
We came together pretty easily. 
But, Dave (McCully), Chris and I 
already knew each other. 
Q: Is there a certain message 
that your band tries to convey 
through each album? 
A: (J) Not a simple consistent 
message always, like "Rage 
Against the Machine" and their 
"sing for yourself,'' message. I 
don't think we have something 
as tangible. We offer a little 
escape - colorful. 
(Q The music gives you a cer- 
tain feeling. Like the song, 
"Gritty Look Good," when you 
hear the music another sense 
comes into play as well - it's col- 
orful. 
Q: What setting would you 
recommend would be the best 
for listening to your CD? 
A: (J) Ideally, if you were lohn 
Glenn riding in that little space 
capsule. (Q On your head- 
phones walking through the 
woods after it rained and the 
greens are bright. 
Dean's List 8 pring 2003 | 
Krista Asctiemeier' 
r   TS 
Karen Mealy* 
Christy* Bishop 
Suzicr Caravella * 
Shannen Paces 
Becky Roberts* 
ChriVrttytsley EJfMjtoll 
AmanBaUHl* JaiSi*utton 
Sara Lofral- T "denotes 4.0 GPA 
/.     ^--^* v'Sni-' 
"All Day, Everyday" 
^ Mon:     11am-1:30am 
Tues: 11am-1:30am 
Wed: 11am-1:30am 
Th-Sat: 11am-3:00am 
Sun:     11am-1:30am 
  (   P  a  p  a   ) 
| jt^B !^E |^^J cash, checks 
SftUdstfTi   1 Lar9e'1 ltem 
ski] ^7?* «-i 
NO cou|X)n 
necessary 
NO Limit   |       ^ 
APARTMENTS 
AVAILABLE NOW! 
f(»od*P*weT 
Furnished 
and 
Unfurnished 
Units 
with 
Several 
Locations 
Available 
JOHN NF.WLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. YVooater Streat, Bowling Green. OH 
Loraled Acroaa From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-226*. 
Hwirt - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. 
Saturday - 1:30 to 5:00. 
ffjohnnewloverealeatate.com 
1 'I'li  1 'I'U  1 t|>H 1 »I»H 1 <I>U 1 «I»B   M'li 1 <l'l( 1 
ConoiaUflHR? !oTReTaH2003 
^ftirlBry Member Class!    \ 
QfEtelcome Baby Gammies! 
/Amy Humphrey Steph LaBonte 
J Hillary Bell Lauren McMullen 
Jennifer Baxa Autumn Beechler 
Kelly Kimball Aubrey Griffith 
i      Kelly Myers Helena Fernstrorrp 
Alicia Taylor £-> K      Keri Sable 
Qtv Kristen Davis Erica Ashby   /> 
^jkahan Geraghty MonicarSetfflpT 
^W^^Curlin 
innmnn 
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ANDREW 
W.K. 
THE WOLF 
Island Records 
The phrase "Heart, Soul, Rock 
and Roll" definitely applies when 
it comes to music by Andrew 
Wilkes-KrierorAndrewW.K. His 
talent is derived from his intense 
love of music. He was quoted on 
his Web site (AWKWbrid.com) 
saying, "I like things to be strong 
because I feel that other people 
can derive strength from that 
themselves." 
The 24-year-old started play- 
ing piano at the age of 4 and 
started recording at the age of 17. 
He has recorded two EPs as well 
astwoCDs. His first CD.lGel 
Wei, entered the British charts at 
number 14. 
Andrews music is definitely 
unique. His raspy voice gives his 
music a sort of edge and when 
paired with the sound of the 
multiple instruments used, the 
result is a very rich party sound. 
Accompanying Andrew are fel- 
low band mates limmy Coup, 
Frank Werner and Erik Payne on 
guitar as well as Donald Tardy on 
drums and Gregg Roberts on 
bass guitar. 
The first song on the CD 
"Victory Strikes Again,- immedi- 
ately reminded me of Meatloaf s 
intro music as it has an extreme- 
ly long piano and guitar solo. 
The song only contains four lines 
but the musical background 
makes up for it. 
The majority of the lyrics to 
the other songs are very repeti- 
tive, which is true of many party 
songs. Track five, "Never Let 
Down," has a valuable meaning 
as well. For example, "And even 
if you can't stand up/Even if you 
lose your light/ I'm a friend by 
your side/ You're never going to 
be alone," is just one of the vers- 
es that promotes being there for 
others and helping those in 
need. 
Strong lyrics are what set 
Andrew W.K. apart from other 
artists in the orchestral rock 
genre. He manages to write 
lyrics that are only enhanced fur- 
ther by the musical sound thai 
backs it up While other rock 
artists of our generation may 
sing about breakups, Andrew 
sings about friendships. His 
unique lyrics and awesome 
sound make his music not only 
fun, but also entertaining. If you 
don't want to take my word on 
any of this, then you can listen 
and judge for yourself on 
November 14 when Andrew will 
be the musical guest on Conan 
O'Brien. This eccentric artist's 
CD would liven up even the 
dullest parry and I give it my 
stamp of approval. 
- Nicole Romins 
COMMON ROTATION 
THE BIG FEAR 
LakeView 
Entertainment 
Simple Plan, Nickelback and 
Blink 182 are among the list of 
mainstream rock bands that 
many students may listen to on 
a daily basis. There are so many 
rock bands out there right now, it 
is hard to distinguish between 
them 
Common Rotation does not fit 
the mold. They are one of many 
underground artists that deserve 
more credit than is given to 
them. 
Common Rotation has four 
members: Adam Bush (vocals), 
Eric Kufs (acoustic guitar and 
vocals), Mike Uhler (bass) and 
Ken Beck (drums). Together they 
blend a harmony of voices that 
make them different from other 
rock bands. They've been tour- 
ing in some cities to promote 
their new CD titled The Big Fear. 
The album covers a variety of 
different musical styles. Among 
them are pop, folk, rock, country 
and jazz. The album begins with 
"Indie Rockin," a song that con- 
tains a strong guitar sound 
blended with a soft rock sound. 
On "Sit Down," the band adds a 
touch of reggae-flavored vocak 
Common Rotation goes pop 
on "Savior," where they use mesc 
elements to add to the rock 
sound. The song begins witha 
strong guitar riff and adds piano 
that ends up classifying the song 
as pop. 
Then, on the country-oriented 
"Don't Let's Start," they mix a fid- 
dle twang 
Lastly, the song "The Big Fear," 
was made so that people don't 
take the lyric content seriously. It 
seems that Common Rotation 
wanted their fans to go past the 
melancholy lyrics and focus on 
their blend of creativity and 
unique rock styles. 
So if you like good quality rock 
sound, then pick up a copy of 
Common Rotation's The Big 
Fear and make sure to catch 
them on tour this fall. 
- Gabriel Txraao 
LEONA 
NAESS 
LEONA NAESS 
Geffen Records 
Sometimes it can be a real 
pain to write a critical response 
to someone's music. It is espe- 
cially hard when the music is so 
beautiful, heartfelt and extraor- 
dinary, that when trying to give 
an album justice by writing good 
tilings about it, words fail. 
This is what happened after 
listening (approximately 15 
times) to Leona Naess' self-titled 
album. 
Naess, the daughter of leg- 
endary soul diva Diana Ross, has 
a sound which is comparable, 
albeit marginally, to other angst- 
filled female singer/songwriters 
like liz Phair and Alanis 
Morissette. Although the big dif- 
ference between Naess, Phair 
and Morissette is that Naess is a 
little sweeter, a lot less raunchy 
and by far more soulful. 
The 25-year-old sings with 
effortless passion about loves 
lost, a strained relationship with 
her father ("He's Gone") and love 
found. The album as a whole is a 
metaphor for being beaten 
down, getting back up, being 
beaten down once more and 
again gMting back up. 
Leona Naess not only has 
highlights on vocals and both 
acoustic and electric guitar, but 
an ensemble cast of musicians 
that bring a down-home, natural 
feel to the album. Ewrything 
sounds so right on this record, 
and yes, so natural (the word 
may be repetitive, but it fits) it 
sounds like it could have taken 
years, not weeks, to perfect. 
With 11 songs, the album goes 
by like a flash. The opener, 
"Calling" segues masterfully into 
"Don't Use My Broken Heart;" 
and by the time the final track. 
"One Kind of Love" finishes, the 
40-plus minutes are already over, 
and the repeat button on the 
stereo is pushed again. 
The songs that actually rock 
don't seem that out of place like 
one would expect on a run-of- 
the-mill folk-rock album. 
Instead, they are delightful 
buffers that make the softer 
numbers stick out even more. 
Looks like there were words to 
describe the genius of this 
album. What the hell, one more: 
Wonderful. 
■JoeBugbee 
JONNY 
LANG 
his first guitar when he was 12, 
and soon after made an impact 
on the music world with his 
modem blues rock. 
It has been five years since his 
last album, Wander Tliis World, 
and he is still is beyond his years 
on this album It is hard to 
believe that his lyrics and well- 
developed voice are coming 
from such a young artist. 
Lang's voice and catchy gujlar 
riffs make this a great album to 
lay back and relax to. 
His young dynamic voice is 
showcased throughout the entire 
album, at times overshadowing 
his guitar. 
Even though it is not listed as 
one of the standout tracks on the 
album, track four, "The One I 
Got," is very catchy and is the 
only trick that makes good use 
of a harmonica in the chorus. 
Another standout track is the live 
bonus song at the end of the 
album, 'Livin' ForTheCity." Any 
Lang fan that has been waiting 
patiently for his new album 
should expect to hear something 
new, but hopefully not disap- 
pointing'. 
■Eric Harm 
< 
ROLLING STONES 
SYMPATHY FOR 
THE DEVIL REMIX 
ABKO Records a 
some of today's remix greats: The 
Neptunes, Fatboy Slim and Full 
11i.it. each has a unique eclectic 
sound, which is seldom heard in 
any of these seven monotonous 
tracks. 
The 40-minute CD leads us 
through a mix of techno and 
hard bass beats that give new life 
to the original version of 
"Sympathy for the Devil." 
Although, each version could 
easily blend with one another. 
There is nothing distinctive 
about The Neptunes' version 
and Fatboy Slims, except maybe 
the length. And the only real dif- 
ference between tracks one 
through six is the unmistakable 
rap-like bass influence in the 
sound (though this may only be 
apparent with the car stereo 
blaring). 
Finally, the last track is [lie 
original recording of song 
While comparing the sound of 
the previous tracks I found 
myself thinking "Why is it that 
an original will always, and with- 
out a doubt, blow the remakes 
outof the water?" 
It is hard to say that a Stones 
nine is not the golden nugget 
that it was created to be, but in 
this case, it wasn't entirely the 
Stones' fault. It was purely the 
fact that the same song with lit- 
tle variation to it, was placed on 
a seven-track CD. 
- Angela L Goiter 
LONG TIME 
COMING 
ASM Records 
How could an artist who is 
only 21 title his album "Long 
Time Coming"? If he released his 
first album when he was 15. 
lonny Lang may be young, but 
he is already a veteran of the 
music business. He picked up 
In a brutal attempt to make 
more money. The Rolling Stones 
have released not one, but seven 
different versions of their classic 
song "Sympathy for the Devil," 
on a single compact disc. 
If the success of the song was 
not enough in 1968, the band, 
like many older acts these days, 
have brought in mainstream tal- 
ent to spice up their oldie and 
renew its place on the Billboard 
Top 40. 
Contributors to the album are 
Folklore has it that 
"Amanda the 
Ghost" haunts the 
Chi Omega House 
on campus... 
t 
2003-2004 
CAMPUS PHONE 
BOOKS ARE HERE! 
Off-Campus Students 
Pick Yours Up 
Today! 
SEXY 
Feel good, Feel special, Feel 
sexy with hot-diamonds. 
Capture the spirit that 
diamond jewelry brings with 
the hottest silver and 
diamond jewelry brand. 
hofdiamonds 
(Most Hot Diamond Jewelry $75 
$125.00) 
Remember Sweetest Day 
Saturday October 18th 
R. Howard Fine Jewelers 
139 S Main St 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
419-354-3554 
Next to Panera Bread 
THE   INFORMATION   DESK 
Bowen Thompson 
Student Union 
,.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside! 
1?vesewtts 
Free Local Rock Concert 
WOODViLLE 
ONE OHIO WINTER 
UNDERACHfEVED HEROES 
T-SHIRT 
GIVEAWAYS! 
Free Giveaways! 
From 
18TH 
madhattermusic.com 
7 P1VE 
UNION 
MULTI-PURPOSE 
ROOM 
UUU. UOODMLLEBRrtD. CO/1 
uuu. ortEOHiouiriTER. con 
.■■■■,.. 
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FALCON FOOTBALL 2003 
MEflUHM 
Head Coach 
Gregg 
Brandon 
Good Luck 
Falcons! 
Kk 
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE 
1 10 WEST POE  Ro. 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 
419.3B3.341 1 
WWW.T8PORTSOURCE.COM 
Assistant 
Head Coach 
Urn 
Beckman 
BRING HOME 
A   UTfMS 
Wide 
Reclever 
Coach 
Zach 
Azzanni 
\G Barbcr*hoi 
Voted Best Haircut 
in Wood County! 
2 E.Wooster Suite B 
352-3316 
■ 
Offensive 
Coordinator 
Greg 
Studrawa 
GO Falcons!! 
P,-.»»,ul fWr. Pnjfrninul F» *""« ■■ 
I WOOD COUNTY 
HOSPITAL 
950 W. Wooster St    Bowling Green, OH 4.1402 
(419) 354-8800 
www.wch.nat 
#17 
Keon 
Newson 
06 
80" 184lbs. 
Oecatir, Gi 
Janlor 
COOD 
IE 
LUCK 
IN! 
ED 
530 South Maple Street 
www.preferredpropertiesco.com 
#22 
Derrick 
Lett 
M 
8/0" 172HW. 
Pentacota, Fla 
Sophomore 
■ mm 
CONS! 
UNIVERSITY 
bookstore 
@ THE BOWENTHOMPSON STUDENT UNION 
#41 
Aaron 
Burkart 
II 
8*1" 212IM. 
Cohmout, OH 
Sophomore 
Luck Aaron! 
_ Bf!( 
* URTSAPTS 
1520 Clougb Street 
419-3520164 
#58 
Rob 
Warren 
01 
68" 280ft». 
Mentor, OH 
8oohomopfl 
GOOD LUCK 
FALCONS! 
The only modern 
laundromat in BG 
On Railroad Street 
(Behind Myles Pizza Pub) 
www.LMARIES.com 
#63 
Robert 
Haley 
OL 
8*4" 300*1. 
rWghtt,Orl 
♦- STTMI> 
419-353-5100 
706 Napoleon Road, BG 
run  SUH* is a trademark ol SUH®. Inc. 
#60 ^■■^k 
Jesus 
Yanez 
OL 
B'3" 307lh$. 
Laa Anaana, H 
Senior 
OOD LUC 
ALCONS! 
Management Inc. 
#8 
Cornelius 
McGrady 
mi 
ffS" 208a». 
ReyrroWJburu, OH 
ood Luck Cornelius! 
<: 
«k 
dip UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
?" T  * JNIVERSITY COUBTS \PTS. 
1520 Clougb Street 
419-3520164 
#10 
James 
Hawkins 
WR 
8-1" 220H*. 
Bpoohparfc, OH 
Juntor 
.SUBWfiV* 
• 524 E. Wooster 
• 828 S. Main St. > 
1234 N. Main St' 
#78 
Scott 
Mruczkowski 
01 
B'4" 8151a. 
SarflaM Hta, OH 
Junior 
Go For A Win! 
WT 200 aw. 
WalaartMri, 
Ontario 
Junior 
*9**djm **.-, Jtatnt. 'Jiff tttt4 
419-353-8381 
Order online from Klotz Floral & Gifts at 
www.klotzflorist.com 
Win The West 
Falcons! 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM BOWLING GREEN FALCONS Friday. October 17.200311 
BEAT EASTERN MICHIGAN 
#97 
Will 
Teague 
DL 
nrjmm. 
CtactratUJH 
Senior 
G UN :HALIN IVERSITY 
419-353-5100 
706 Napoleon Road, BG 
fit SUM® is a IraOemar* ol SUH®. Inc. 
#11 
Mitch 
IB 
BT' 215*8. 
Char don, OH 
Senior 
353-7732 
530 E. Wooster Street 
www.sbxgofalcons.com 
#90 
Mitchell 
Crossley 
DL 
B'3" 25UbS. 
Springfield, OH 
Sophomore 
liilt cerui 
gift 
1616 E. Wooster, Suite 15 
BG (419)353-4757 
Pope 
m 
59" 217IM. 
FairfWd, OH 
Sophomore 
fywd Auc/e. 0p*te*t&t 
B G B 
353-2252 
1424 East Wooster St. 
(Across from Harsh man) 
#30 
Michael 
Malone 
DB 
5'10" 195*1. 
Portsmouth, OH 
Senior 
Go Falcon 
Football! 
VtiW&'tju uouC/q, 
101 IS. Main. Bowling Green 
(419) 353-7259 
ae 
50% off selected 
summer wear 
Come In and see us! 
#2 
Janssen 
Patton 
DB 
ffO" 185lbs. 
Stone 
Mountain.GA 
Seniop 
s 
353-7732 
530 E. Wooster Street 
www.sbxgofalcons.com 
L 
#21 
Cole 
Magner 
WR 
vr 183*S. 
Palmer, AK 
Junior 
(fayd £uc& 'POUCHA! 
B G B 
353-2252 
1424 East Wooster St. 
(Across from Harshman) 
#54 
Jimmy 
Williams 
01 
b"5" 288ms. 
Trenton, OH 
Senior 
119 N. Afain St, BG. 419-352-5895 
Home of the Bro 
dug .Sirloin 
#19 
Jason 
Morton 
DB 
6*0" 200*s. 
Cokinbus,OH 
Senior 
Bring Home 
a Victory! 
902 E. WooslerSt. 
Bowling Green,(419)-354-6686 
#1 
Charles 
Sharon 
WR 
8-1" 173*1. 
Palatka, Ra 
Sophomore 
GOOD LUCK 
•SUBUJOV 
• 524 E. Wooster 
• 828 S. Main St. 
1234 N. Main St 
#94 
Matt 
Leiniger 
DL 
B'3" 280 lbs. 
Napoleon, OH 
Sophomore 
Good Luck 
Falcons! 
TOTAL SPORT SOURCE 
I 10 WEST POE   RD. 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 
4IS.3S3.341 1 
WWW.T9PORTSOUBCE.COM 
#5 
Josh 
Harris 
m 
6'3"  238lbs. 
WeitervHie., OH 
Senior 
GO FALCON 
FOOTBALL! 
UNIVERSITY 
bookstore 
@ THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION 
#4 
Omar 
Jacobs 
06 
6'4" 222*1. 
Delray Beach, R. 
Division of the 
Executive 
Vice-President 
FALCONS 
FOREVER 
#77 
Mike 
Thaler 
OL 
BT' 280*1. 
CaickmetUW 
Sophomore 
GUN MffillV 
419-353-5100 
706 Napoleon Road, BG 
■I   SUH® it a iradamai* ol SUH®. Inc 
S^SB^SB^SB^SB^SB^SB^SB^SB^SB^SB^B^SB^SB^SB^SB^SB^SB^SBHSJ asaastesKnL'tj&iiasti 
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The BG News 
Classified Ads 
372-6977 
Tht M Nbwi will nn luwwwtfj map ■*« 
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Help Wanted For Sale 
LostFound 
Travel 
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY 
Cruise with 100s 01 Sludenls On 
The Largest & Wildest Student Party 
Cruise1 Spend 5 Days 
In The Bahamas From $279' 
Includes Most Meals, 
Free Parlies. Port Taxes1 
Ethics Award Winning Company1 
wwwSnnngBrpakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
Costa Rica Tropical Biology 
Eco-tour/ course Winter Break Dec 
28-Jan. 12. Earn 4 Biology sem. hrs. 
Contact Dr. Demars (440| 953-7147 
email bdemarsC'^lakelandcc edu 
"Reality   Spring Break 2004 
As seen in 
"The Real Cancun" Movie! 
Lowest Prices. Free Meals & 
Parties Book before Oct 1 StIT 
2 Free Trips For Groups' 
1-800-426-7710 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. Ameri- 
ca's *1 Student Tour Operator Hir 
ing campus reps Group discounts! 
800-648-4849 or www ststravel com 
Spring Break-sign up with Student 
Express and gel FREE round trip 
r IS Interne- 
g-including Aru- 
ba. Dominican Republic. Costa Ri- 
ca. Caribbean hot spots and more 
Why go with anyone else. Limited 
offer ■ call now Commission rep po- 
sitions also available. 1 -800-787- 
3787 www studentexpress.com 
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK 
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now1 
www Sunchase com 
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today! 
Services Offered 
Pregnant9 Know all the facts. 
Confidential, free testing & support 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
Happy Sweetest Day Major Payne1 
I Love You!! Love Kristin 
Kick ass all girl band 
seeks guitarist!! 
Please call 419-494-9612 
Looking for a service-learning 
opportunity while earning college 
credits9 Take "Community Organiz- 
ing for Change in the South Bronx" 
(Sociology 471 ■ Applied Sociology 
Experience! during Spring Break! 
Call Dr Diane Christopherson at 
419-308-4670 lor more information 
Order your Parents Weekend 
party subs & sandwich trays 
Also a variety of large salads & 
delicious fresh baked cookies 
Call DIBenedetto's 
419-352-4663 
Wanted 
Subleasers needed i<nmed 2 Ig 
bdrm house Pets allowed 222 
S. College 1st floor 419-494-3793 
Roommate needed nexl semester. 
S340/mo New apt . own rm. 2 
baths, fire place, walking distance 
from campus Call 585-330-9831 
ACT NOW! 
WORK FROM HOME 
Earn S500-S5000 Pt/Ft 
Local interview 
419-288-2437. 
Siamese cal 7 mo old Lost Aug 
29th bfl N Mam & W Reed Greatly 
Missed! 419-354-1783 or 352-8050 
APPLY NOW   START NOW 
£liL25_Base/appl 
Flex, schedules around classes 
Outstanding resume builder 
Cust Sales/Service 
No exp necessary - we train 
All ages 18+. Conditions Exist 
Call Now! 419-861-6133. 
Bartender trainees needed 
$250 a day potential. Local 
positions  1-800-293-3985 ext 541 
Gel Paid For Your Opinions! 
EarnSt5-$125& more per survey! 
www paidonlineopintons.com 
Immediate  need for part-time re- 
ceptionist   and   cashier   at   busy 
multi-line automobile dealership. Ap- 
prox    15 hrs/wk:  2 weekday  eve- 
nings & Sal. Duties include provid- 
ing excellent customer service, an- 
swering   multi-line   switchboard.   & 
other clerical duties as needed Ap- 
ply in person at any Ed Schmidt Au- 
to Group location  or call Kristy at 
419-872-4415 for more info. 
Movie Extras/ Models needed 
No exp. required, all looks & ages 
Earn up to $100-500/day. 
1-888-820-0167 ext U112. 
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT- assist 
persons with MR'DD with daily living 
skills in a Residential setting. No ex- 
perience necessary Full/ Part-time 
& sub positions available in Bowling 
Green. Portage. Walbridge & West- 
on areas ranging from 15-75 hrs. 
biweekly S9 00-S12 90 per hr. 
based upon experience. High school 
diploma/ GED required. Application 
packet may be obtained from Wood 
County Board of MR/DD. 11160 E 
Gypsy Ln Rd . Bowling Green, Ent 
B. Mon.-Friday. 8am-4:30pm. E.O E. 
SUMMER MANAGEMENT 
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
Student Painters is looking for indi- 
viduals who are interested in gaming 
management experience. Great re- 
sume builder. No experience neces- 
sary however must be hard working 
Last summer the average internship 
paid $10.000 Territories going 
quickly. Hired first come, first quali- 
fied basis For more information call 
1 -888-839-3385.  
VISA/MASTERCARD Approval 
Agents Earn $1,000/week potential 
No experience necessary 
1-800-821-3416 Ext 237 
For Sale 
$500! Cars/trucks from $500. Police 
impounds. Hondas, Chevys etc. For 
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558. 
1992 Pontiac Grand AM Good tires, 
126 K. brakes, new paint. S1160. 
419-354-5606.  
2000 16 x 80 mobile home. 
3bdrms..2baths. 
Takeover payments. 419-669-9031 
3 bedrooms. 2 baths 
Fore closure only $7200. For list- 
ings call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584 
/G\ 
Couch For Sale 
Good Condition   S75 
419-352-7007 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
Davenport S45. love seat $20. up- 
holstered rocker S25. leather swivel 
chair w/wood arms $25. kitchen 
chairs $4 ea 354-1308. after 6 pm. 
MAC G4 laptop Jaguar OSS incld. 
5 Adobe prog. Microsoft office prog., 
printer & all hook-up cables. Call 
419-822-7354, leave message. 
Washer/dryer older Maytag washer. 
newer GE dryer. They still wash & 
dry S80 total. OBO 419-353-7006 
For Rent 
" 04-05 Listings Available 
Houses & Apis. Pick up 24/7 at 
316 E Merry »3 or will mail 
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm. 
"• 1 bdrm. apt. S450/mo incls util. 
Single room . $225/mo . 2 blocks 
from campus, quiet residential area. 
Second sem . 2 bdrm apts. available 
S450/mo. Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm 
1 bdrm apt  lof sublease from now 
until May. S390/mo.. close to 
campus1 Call 353-4717. 
1 bedroom furnished 
Quiet building. Third St. 
419-352-3445  
4 girls seeking house mate 
Rent is $230' mo 
 Call 419-699-1700.  
Great Location1 
2 bedroom apt with 2 car garage. 
Call (419) 353-1731 lor details 
House for Rent 
1 yr lease. $1,200 per month. 
4 bdrm. 1 block Irom campus 
 1-866-602-1977  
MOVE IN NOW-1 MONTH FREE 
1 & 2 bdrm apts avail in serene 
park-like setting. Includ dishwasher. 
heat, water. & trash. 419-352-6335. 
MOVE IN TOMORROW 
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts Rents Irom 
$320' mo. Call Charing Cross Apts. 
lor your lour 1419)352-0590. 
Subleaser wanted. Mid Dec 
S425'mo * elec 1 bdrm 
Call 353-2939 
ACROSS 
1 Visual aid 
6 Outskirts 
10 Role 
14 Boring tool 
15 Spoils 
16 Perfect server 
17 Start of a quip 
20 TV Tarzan Ron 
21 Command to attack 
22 Heavy weight 
23 Part 2 of quip 
29 Brainstorm 
30 Subsequently 
31 Crude crosses 
32 Paper factory 
33 Moray 
34 DC bigwig 
35 Matched outfit 
36 Brunch offerings 
38 Little salamander 
41 Former draft org. 
42 Light classification abbr. 
1 Crow's cry 
2 Say what? 
3 Historical epoch 
4 Starting over 
5 Musical refrain 
6 BPOE member 
7 Buck's mate 
8 Baptism VIP, often 
9 Value-system 
10 Cat's foot 
11 Play part 
12 Worked the garden 
anew 
13 Tendencies 
18 Kind of analyst 
19 Yellow-orange colors 
23 Fades 
24 Garfield's dog 
25 Moola 
26 Exclamation of 
exultation 
27 Intensifying word 
28 Long time 
34 Harry Dean  
36 Abolitionist Charles 
37 Always 
38 Hgt 
39 Take off 
40 Assay 
41 Greensward 
43 Actor Chad 
44 Used swearwords 
45 Honey plant'7 
46 Pillage 
47 Votes in 
50 Free 
51 The     . Netherlands 
56 Irish golfer Smyth 
57 Possesses 
58 Past 
59 Casual affirmative 
60 Historic period 
61 Station from Tenn 
43 Glamour competitor 
44 Chocolate alternative 
47 Tied 
48 Geese formations 
49 Part 3 of quip 
52 Drink a little at a time 
53 Shad output 
54 Shell propeller 
55 End of quip 
62 White-tailed eagle 
63 At the party alone 
64 180-degree maneuver 
65 Woad and anil 
66 Former name of Exxon 
67 Hawke of "Reality Bites" 
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TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
Furnished or Unlurnished 
available immediately. 
Tenants pay gas and electric. 
Starting al S390.00 per month. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. 
INC. RENTAL OFFICE 
(419) 354-2260 
Located at 319 E Wooster St 
across from Taco Bell 
VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS 
See our coupon menu 
the telephone directory or 
* about our SPECIALS! 
PISHN€LLO'S 
203 N. Main   «« M«V«W   352-5166 S5.00 Minimum 
Open Weekdays 4P.M.   •   Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun. Accepting L^E     ^^ 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
FROM ONLY 
$465! 
• Ground floor ranch 
style apartment with 
private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
• Small pets welcome 
• Convenient on-site 
parking 
:■ 
IIMITI SDU»« 
iruimmi 
I  GVPS'tANE 
IHomeDwo) 
N 
t 
FREE  HEAT 
= VARSITY 
= SQUARE 
APARTMENTS 
419-353-7715   (=* 
Carrie Fresbner s 
SfJ on 
her 
laitflearing to 
RyanHouk 
iruHoxj irid a*j 
l+Have a great tUeehettd+j 
cam T>«    l.tl    1..I    II.    T.WII 
Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre 
(1:50)  4:30  7:35   (10:15) 
The Rundown 
(1:40) 7:15 
Kill Bill: Volume I 
(1:30)  4:20  7:10  (10:00) 
Out of Time 
4:25     (9:40) 
School of Rock 
(2:00) 4:40 7:25   (10:10) 
Runaway Jury 
(1:20)  4:10  7:00    [9:50] 
Schedule is lor 
Friday 10/17/03 - Thursday 
10723/03 
{ | Denotes only Saturday and 
Sunday 
11 Denotes only Fri.. Sat.. Sun., 
and Thurs. 
Thursday Is College ID Night 
Sign up tor ShowTime e-mails 
at Clnemark.com 
1234 N MVnSMfl! 25| 
Bowling Green 
Mall 419 354-4447 
Movie Times 419 354 0558 
www.woodlandtc.coni 
24 HOUR EATERY 
1 IN BOWLING GREEN [ 
GQDflDHlQ 
SOQCOB 
We will be hiring 
hostesses & servers 
Watch for us at 
1628 E. WOOSTER 
next to Quality Inn 
Falcon Family Weekend 
o o 
October 24-26, 2003 
Casino Night 
Talent Show 
International Fair 
Falcon Hockey 
Greek Sing 
Falcon Football 
Family Movies 
Falcon Family Brunch 
Falcon fun for the whole family! 
For more information, contact the Office of Campus Involvement at 
(419) 372-2343. For full schedule of events go to: 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/familyweekend.html 
Management Inc. 
WILL BE RENTING FOR 
2004-2005 STARTING 
NOVEMBER 1"*. 
STOP BY FOR LISTING 
Call 353-5800 
/vfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
716 E Wooster 
1 bdrm #2 
410/m.o t Elec. 
Across from Campus 
OPEN NOW 
Management Inc. 
Hlllsdale Apt, 1082 Fairview 
2 Bdrm Apts./one - 
3 Bdmr Twnh. 
Dishwasher - Garbage 
Disposal - 11/2 Baths - 
Washer/Dryer Hook-up 
Running a Special 
BGSU Bus stop 
FEW OPEN NOW 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe 
2 Bdrm #66 
Laundry on site 
BGSU bus stop 
OPEN NOW 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office at 
1045 N. Main St. or 
check website 
www.meccaba com 
for complete listing 
for next year. 
